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Abstract

The aim with this research is to improve and apply vocal tools in duo performance with a pianist,
and to gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be an expressive vocalist. To answer this,
the study has following research questions:

What tools are needed to become a more expressive vocalist?

How can those vocal expressions be applied in collaboration with a pianist?

How can such collaboration improve our joint expression in duo performance?

The result chapter presents the process of improving the vocal expressive tools through imitation,
dividing expressive tools into mood and/ or feeling enhancing tools, and planning of vocal
expressive tools. It is further developed with collaborative interpretations of three songs, Smile
(Chaplin, 1936), A Case of You (Mitchell, 1971), and I Shall Be Released (Dylan, 1968), in order
to apply the expressive tools and study the joint expressions. By using stimulated recall and open
coding, the collaborative interpretations were studied to reflect over the progress.

The study concludes that awareness of how to apply expressive tools contributes to being able to
express the intended expression without feeling it. In addition to being able to control one's vocal
techniques it is useful for an expressive vocalist to contain aspects such as facial expressions,
body movements, visible interaction between co-musician(s) and visible interaction between
performer and perceiver. By becoming aware of what tools one uses where, and why one uses
them, it develops the understanding of how the tools can be used to enhance the individual and
joint expression in duo performance.

For the pianist's perspective on the collaborative outcome, read her study in Mellberg (2022).
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1. Introduction to this research

This research is carried out as a study of my collaboration with the pianist Ester Mellberg. We
explore our collaboration through two independent studies where Mellberg writes from the
pianist's perspective and makes an in-depth study of our interactions, and how to develop our
duo's shared voice. For Mellbergs perspective on the collaborative outcome, read her thesis in
Mellberg (2022).

1.1. Musical background

When working on my bachelor’s degree in the spring of 2019 I came across a saying which
reads: “Your table is full of all kinds of food, but you only eat water and bread”. This wording
captured very well how I used to sing for a long time. I have often worked in silence. In other
words, I am not a person who talks the loudest or takes up the most space. Since that is a part of
my personality, it has obviously been reflected in my musical self as well. At the same time I
have struggled through most of my life with very high demands on myself which has made me
scared to fail. I think this may apply to many singers. Failing could, for example, be that I don’t
have great pitch on every note or that I cannot master the vocal techniques to perfection. This
fear of failure has made me stay in my comfort zone for a long time, a zone where I used my
techniques very carefully so my pitch always stayed on point. Although I did have the ability to
use more vocal tools, my demands didn’t allow myself to sing loud or land on the “wrong” notes.
This was an ongoing process for a long time until I realized that singing no longer was enjoyable
when I had these demands. The main focus was on having a good pitch rather than having fun
and finding acceptance in my development as a vocalist. I did, however, enjoy development and
improvement too much to stay in the well known comfort zone. The creation of the piano and
vocal duo, Hera, is a result of that.

Hera performs our own jazz and blues influenced arrangements of popular music and Swedish
folk songs. When creating Hera in 2017 together with my pianist and close friend, Ester
Mellberg, we helped each other to let go of our high demands by focusing on the storytelling of
the lyrics in order to enhance our separate and joint expression. In our arrangement process we
start with a verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics to create a shared vision for the song.
The collaborative interpretation is intertwined with a method that improves our shared
expression by creating a story based on the lyrics. When Mellberg and I use the method in this
study it will be referred to as the “mental picture” method. Others may recognize it and refer to it
as “mental imagery”. This method will be further explained in theory chapter 3.4.1.

As expression became the most important part of our musical collaboration, it made my high
demands on my vocal technique slowly fade out. I could be “in the song”, focused on being
present in the story and expressing the lyrics, rather than producing a technically perfect vocal
performance. In the process of working with expression, listeners started to say that “you sing
with such a feeling”. That made me wonder how a vocalist can enhance feelings and moods with
one's tools in a performance, to become even more expressive.
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1.1.1. The reason for doing this research
My previous vocal experiences have led me to this study. The project is designed to understand
and enhance my expressions as a vocalist. It aims to deepen my understanding of what it means
to be an expressive vocalist and study what expressive tools are needed to become more
expressive, and how to use these tools to develop and support the duo's collaboration and joint
expression. Vocal tools are significant to explore since the voice is my instrument, but it is not
only my instrument that affects the expression of the performance. Therefore I will also include
other possible expressive tools such as body movement, mimicry, and environment based on how
they can enhance a mood or a feeling in the performance and the collaboration with Mellberg.

1.2. Before reading this study
This study is based in pop and jazz. All listening examples and vocal technical aspects, such as
vocal technique and microphone technique, will therefore be discussed based on the tradition in
these genres.

The study seeks to enhance and develop expressive tools in and through duo performance. The
audience perspective of how the expression can be perceived is of course very important, but will
not be a factor in this study since the research perspective is that of the performers. We explored
expressive tools from the performers point of view and studied how a vocalist and pianist can
expand musical expression in duo performances.
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2. Aim and research questions

The aim of this study is to improve and apply my vocal tools in duo performance with a pianist,
and to gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be an expressive vocalist.

● What tools are needed to become a more expressive vocalist?
● How can those vocal expressions be applied in collaboration with a pianist?
● How can such collaboration improve our joint expression in duo performance?
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3. Theoretical background

This chapter presents the theory behind this study and starts out with the notion of embodied
knowledge. Further on the terms emotion, feelings and moods are defined to clarify the
difference between them, and how they are being used in the study. The chapter continues with
expression in musical performance, interpretation in music, vocal techniques and microphone
technique. The chapter finally addresses collaboration, which is a central perspective in this
project.

3.1. Embodied knowledge
The notion of body schema comes from the phenomenology of the French philosopher Maurice
Merleau-Ponty (1962). The body schema is the neurological representations of the body and
body functions in the brain (Stamenov, 2005), and according to Gallagher & Cole (1995) it
“involves a system of motor capacities, abilities, and habits” (p. 371). Body schema is body
awareness during a movement toward a task, but the major part of this movement is tacit and
unfocused (Gallagher, 2005). When learning something new, such as movements, and how to
walk for example, one is first aware of each step and how to walk. However, the more one learns
to walk it becomes part of an automated movement pattern that one has access to in an intuitive
way. The body schema is constituted by the skills that have become automated knowledge.
Maravita & Iriki (2004, in Tanaka, 2011) argue that body schema also could be explained as an
extended bodily feeling and body awareness beyond the skin. We experience this kind of
extension often through tools, as for instance when playing a musical instrument. These tools are
incorporated into the body schema and we extend our bodily feelings to the environment through
them (Maravita & Iriki, 2004, in Tanaka, 2011). Body image is how we perceive our body and
what we feel around it. Gallagher & Cole (1995) and Gorton & Östersjö (2019) describe body
image in three modalities: The personal experience of one’s own body, the conceptual
understanding of the body in general, and its emotional attitude concerning the own body. Body
schema and body image could be separated in theory but are difficult to separate in lived
experiences. “These daily experiences, either at the level of the body schema or of the body
image, are so evident that most of the time they pass unnoticed and are silently and commonly
entertained” (Staminov, 2005, in Preester & Knockaert, 2005, p. 254). Staminov continues by
observing how

Even if these two ways of functioning are intimately interwoven, they are often placed
within a stratified viewpoint – the body schema is a requisite condition for the body
image, that seems to come “on top of ” it or “in addition to” it – and various forms of
pathology are taken to argue for their separability in principle. (p. 254)

Merleau-Ponty (1962) developed the notion of embodied knowledge. Stefan Östersjö (2017)
(leading classical guitarist, researcher and professor of musical performance), describes it as a
tacit knowledge, and Nachmanovitch (1990) as a knowledge that hides itself. The embodied
knowledge is knowledge that is integrated in the body schema so one does not have to be
conscious of them while performing them. An important feature of embodied knowledge is that
the body, not the mind, is the knowing subject (Tanaka, 2011). Östersjö (2017) discusses forms
of knowledge in artistic research in music, claiming that, in addition to embodied knowledge
there is also discursive and artistic knowledge. The Swedish Academic Dictionary (SAOB)
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describes the word discursive as “knowledge gained by logical thinking” perceived successively
by conclusions. Östersjö (2017) however uses the term with a wider reference, embracing all
forms of verbal knowledge which are expressed by musicians, ranging from conversations in
rehearsal, instrumental teaching or indeed academic analytical thinking. Artistic knowledge is
manifested through performance or the materiality of a score or other artifacts. It also embraces
embodied and discursive knowledge forms. The more tools that become embodied and
automated, the more freedom the performer gets during performance. If a tool isn’t embodied the
performer has to put their minds on how to perform the technique, which can result in less
expression.

3.2. Emotions, feelings and moods
In performance, most musicians intend to communicate some kind of meaning (emotion, feeling
or mood) in their performances (Woody, 2000). Juslin, researcher and professor of music
psychology, claims that when the state is intense and involves a salient stimulus, we tend to call
it an emotion, and when the state is less intense, and its causes are not immediately apparent, we
tend to call it a mood  (Juslin, 2019, p. 46).

Figure one. Illustration of emotion, feeling and mood, and its enhancing factors.

Moods refers to a more generic state that isn’t tied to a specific incident. It can be enhanced by
several factors such as environment, the physical and mental state. It is much longer lasting than
emotions or feelings and can remain for hours or even days (Juslin, 2019). Emotions on the other
hand, are an immediate physiological response to certain events. It is a chemical release that
responds to specific events, and can last from a few minutes to several hours (Juslin, 2019).
Feelings are the subjective experience of emotions or moods (Juslin, 2019) and are a mix of the
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mental and physical state that arises as we internalize emotions. The feeling happens when we,
as subjects, react to our emotions. An example of this can be as one studies a piece of art,
watches a play, or listens to music. Artistic expression evokes emotional responses in the
perceiver. However, Woody and Mcpherson (2010) note how sometimes, performers themselves
seek to experience the intended emotion in order for the performance to become expressive.

3.3. Expressions in musical performance
Robert H. Woody, teacher in music psychology and music education at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, has studied the learning of expressivity in musical performance. According to
Woody (2000), expressivity in music performances can be enhanced through three aspects:
attention to acoustic properties of performance (e.g. crescendos, ritardandos, variations in
articulation), imitation, and attention to the emotions and feelings of the performer (e.g.
extramusical metaphors, mental imagery, illustrative features). As mentioned above, it is a
common belief among many musicians that a performance is not truly expressive unless the
performers themselves actually feel the emotions they intend to communicate in their music
(Woody & McPherson, 2010). Therefore many musicians are focusing on their own felt emotion
while performing (Laukka, 2004; Lindstrom, Juslin, Bresin, & Williamon, 2003). Vocalists
occasionally avoid felt emotions since feeling too much emotion will risk the singer’s control
over the voice (Juslin, 2019). It is possible that being too emotionally involved can harm the
intended expression in the performance. Brunetti (2006) states that it is better to put one's own
emotions aside to truly be able to act the song without one's own feelings interfering with the
performance. However, being emotionally involved during performances can also be experienced
as liberating for the performer and feel as if the expression becomes enhanced (Woody &
McPherson, 2010). In previous performing experiences both Mellberg and I wanted to feel what
we intended to express in our performances. It became a tool we came to use to create our verbal
collaborative interpretation of songs.

3.4. Interpreting songs
Ralf Von Appen (professor of theory and history of popular music) has studied song
interpretation in collaboration with André Dohring (musicologist), Dietrich Helms (professor of
music history), and Allan F. Moore (musicologist). They claim that how we, as listeners,
interpret lyrics is based on several aspects, such as our values, the music we like and/ or listen to,
who we are, how we define ourself and our identity (Appen et al., 2015). The interpretations of
one song can be similar to each other and partly overlap due to, e.g., the same cultural
background (Appen et al., 2015), but at the same time it is also common that listeners do not
have the same impression, association and emotional experience of a song. In Appen et al (2015)
they claim that there is no true interpretation since each interpretation is based on a personal
listening experience. If someone (e.g. someone in a position of power, a music journalist, a
musician, a teacher or parent) insists that a song’s meaning is such and such, one has every right
to disagree (Moore, 2012, p.1). We cannot assume that the interpretation will be made the same
way by everyone that listens, as further emphasized by Moore (2012) who

urges the reader to be aware that if you encounter claims purporting to identify ‘the
meaning’ of a particular song, or claims as to ‘the way to hear’ something, with the
implication ‘the only way…’ or ‘the right way…’, disbelieve them. I, and any other
writer, can only write for my/ our own individual perspective. (Moore, 2012 p. 330)
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An example of why discussion of one’s own interpretation is necessary is researched by Appen
et al. (2015) who used group listening in their study of song interpretation in the genre of 21st
century pop music. They claim that when the group members are arguing for their own
interpretation, the communication of one’s individual interpretation of a piece of music will
enhance the common understanding of it. Mellberg and I focus on our verbal collaborative
interpretation when we rearrange a song. Often we come up with a general idea of what the song
is about but the details may vary and sometimes we even disagree on the interpretation. It is,
however, important for us to argue about our individual interpretation to develop the arrangement
and decide on a shared goal for the interpretation of the song.

3.4.1. Artistic interpretation methods
Text and subtext are two important components for performers when interpreting a character or a
song (Moore & Bergman, 2008). While the text is the written story that explains the course of
events, the subtext is the underlying meaning that performers interpret and create, such as the
characters' needs, relations, emotions, and history. The text and subtext creates a tension when
one says one thing but is torned with another feeling. To give an example, text and subtext
creates the context of what is being said. If one says “I love you” while crying and packing their
bags, the packing and crying are providing a subtext - an additional meaning - in the context.
Moore and Bergman (2008) mean that if a song for example goes in a minor key it doesn’t mean
the song is sad and has to be performed in a sad way. It is one’s job as a performer to explore
other options and decide the interpretation that one believes in. The interpretation invites the
performer(s) to make their own musical choices to express their story.

Another interpretation method is to use mental pictures/ mental imagery in order to access
expressions. When using mental pictures a performer can consciously recall specific, personal
memories in order to experience emotions that are appropriate for the desired expression
(Persson, 2001). The concept is often used by directors to access and improve expressions. It is
also quite common in vocal lessons with the same goal. According to the Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy (n.d.) it is usual for this concept to appear when creating and/ or perceiving art.
When our duo applies the method in our rearrangement process, it is based on the lyrics and aims
to enhance our verbal collaborative interpretation, which we develop jointly. Based on the lyrics
we first formulate questions, and then respond to these, such as: Which role we have in the story,
what the person(s) is wearing, what the environment looks like, what weather it is, what has
happened before, what will come to happen, and so on. This method helps us find a joint
understanding of what the song is about and how we may create a musical interpretation of the
song. This leads to a deeper and personal understanding of the lyrics which can be interpreted
with vocal expressive tools. The mental picture method has become a central means for us to
achieve a joint expression in performance. We have, during our years at the school, met with
Kjell-Peder Johansson; former radio host, director and lecturer in stage awareness, who uses this
method with his students regardless of the instrument. He emphasizes the importance of
everyone in the ensemble being aware of the lyrics and the meaning of the song. We have had the
honor to meet with him and immerse ourselves more in this method. In this particular study we
use mental pictures when we have decided our verbal collaborative interpretation and want to
create an in-depth understanding of the lyrics. It is also used as a way for us to set a joint mental
picture of where we are when performing the song.
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3.5. Vocal techniques in singing
Complete Vocal Technique (CVT) is a concept introduced by Cathrine Sadolin in 2006, one of
the leading voice researchers in the world. With CVT, Sadolin found a simple and clear system
which makes it possible to obtain any vocal sound in a healthy way, in all genres. CVT is
developed in accordance with the body's anatomy and physiology and is intended to help both
experienced and non-experienced singers to perform with a healthy vocal technique. Since these
techniques are still under constant development, new apps and books continue to add new
perspectives. All sounds and types of vocal production regardless of the genre can be organized
and categorized in the same system; The three overall principles, vocal modes, sound color and
effects. This is shown in the image below.

Figure two. The Complete Vocal Technique system (Sadolin, 2009, p. 19)
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A further explanation of the use of these vocal modes and effects can be found in chapter five.
There, a comparison between how they sound in a musical context during rehearsals and
performances will be shown, along with video examples.

3.6. Microphone techniques
A characteristic feature of vocal production in pop and jazz is the use of amplification.
Therefore, microphone technique is an integrated aspect of vocal techniques, allowing for a
greater dynamic range, and puts specific demands on the vocalists own volume range, sound
color, pronunciation and how to hold the mic. These techniques could be affected by factors like
the environment, intensity in the song, vocal technique etc, but it all starts with the microphone
choice. The choice of microphone is important in a vocalist's performance since different types
of mics are better for different types of voices and genres, it is therefore important to choose
wisely (Sadolin, 2009). The condenser microphone has a wide range and can enhance sounds
that are far away from the microphone. The condenser is often used for studio recordings and is
more sensitive than a dynamic one (Rumsey & McCormick, 2014). The dynamic microphone is
the most common mic in live performances and enhances sounds that are close to the
microphone. With a hand held microphone a vocalist gets great opportunities to use the
microphone’s distance range to work with volume, consonants and sound color (Sadolin, 2009).
The use of distance range is not possible if a vocalist is using, for example, a headset
microphone. Therefore, when using a headset microphone, the vocalist needs to have better
control of both volume and consonants. The vocalist can use the proximity effect with a
directional microphone. This is a low frequency phenomenon that enhances the bass frequencies
in the sound as one gets closer to the mic (see Huber, 2017). As seen in figure three, the
handheld dynamic microphone has three distance ranges to utilize for achieving different sounds
(Sadolin, 2009):

Figure three. The distance range.

1. Bass boost
The first distance range, closest to the microphone, enhances the bass boost. The lower
frequencies come forward which give fullness and closeness to the sound. This is where one gets
the most out of the proximity effect.

2. The actual microphone area
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This is where most of the singing is usually performed. The sound is reinforced and will be more
or less powerful depending on how far from the microphone the mouth is. When singers sing
loudly they can adjust the range by moving away from the mic, and when they sing softer they
get closer to the mic.

3. Acoustic sound
This distance is used for enhancing the acoustic element in one’s singing. It can be found by
holding the microphone further away from the mouth, which brings out a reinforced
representation of the natural sound of the voice. If the vocalist slowly moves the mic closer to the
mouth, they will notice when they hear the reinforced sound better than the acoustic sound. This
is when the vocalist leaves area 3 and steps into area 2.

When singing in a microphone it is useful and important to listen to the pronunciation. Hissing
sounds and puffs from a powerful articulation can sound quite harsh when using the microphone
close to the mouth. It is therefore necessary to learn to dampen certain consonants while
performing. For example, P becomes pronounced as B, T becomes pronounced as D and so on
(see Sadolin, 2009, p. 175). It is also useful for the singer to get to know one's own volume range
to become aware of how strong or quiet one sings when using a mic. Being aware of one’s
volume and other techniques will make it easier to work with the microphone. Through this
project I started to make conscious decisions of how to use the microphone technique when
performing three songs as a way of becoming more expressive with my voice and body
movements. This can be seen in the musical outcomes in chapter seven.

3.7. Collaboration
According to Cambridge Dictionary (n.d.), collaboration is defined as “the situation of two or
more people working together to create or achieve the same thing”. It is the commitment within a
group that aims towards the same goal. Minnis et al. (1998) has also defined their understanding
of collaboration. Their definition highlights the group task and the manner in which the members
approach it:

The principles in a true collaboration represent complementary domains of expertise. As
collaborators, they not only plan, decide, and act jointly, they also think together,
combining independent conceptual schemes to create original frameworks. Also, in a true
collaboration, there is a commitment to shared resources, power, and talent: no
individual's point of view dominates, authority for decisions and actions resides in the
group, and work products reflect a blending of all participants' contributions. We
recognize that collaborative groups differ in their conformance to this profile and that any
single group may exhibit some of the features only episodically or only after long
association. (Minnis, John-Steiner & Weber, 1994, cited in John-Steiner, Weber &
Minnis, 1998, p. 776)

A shared vision is necessary for a successful collaboration, but according to John-Steiner
(professor of Linguistics and Educational Psychology at the University of New Mexico) it is not
always sufficient. “For partnership to be truly creative - to change a discipline and transform a
paradigm - multiple perspectives, complementarity in skills and training, and fascination with
one’s partner’s contributions are also essential” (John-Steiner, 2000, p. 64). Collaboration is a
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mix of contributing with one’s own knowledge, learning, commitment, and teamwork. By
thinking together and through each other's knowledge, each person opens up for development
and letting new knowledge emerge. "The joint commitment and ability to sustain a generative
dialogue are crucial to successful partnerships" ( p. 16), it is therefore essential to have dialogue,
renewal, and above all, trust, in all types of collaborations. Belief in a partner’s capabilities is
crucial in collaborative work (John-Steiner, 2000). When trusting the partner and partnership,
one also trusts the process and opens up for development. It is a result of letting go of control.
When thinking together and trusting each other's knowledge, the partnership provides new
possibilities through verbal and non verbal dialogues. Collaboration is a significant part of this
study. It is inspired by Minnis, John-Steiner & Weber’s (1994) reflection of how collaboration is
defined, and its importance of dialogue, renewal and trust. Our collaboration in the duo, Hera, is
a mix between us as co-workers and very close friends. We have collaborated through Hera since
2017 and our roles in the collaboration have of course changed throughout these years. How we
collaborate and how we communicate has happened purely intuitively and has not been reflected
on until now.
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4. Methods

This chapter describes the artistic methods and research methods that were used to carry out this
research. The study is inspired by the autoethnographic tradition (Chang, 2008) since it is based
on self-conscious knowledge, practice and self reflection on myself and the collaboration with
Mellberg.

4.1. Artistic methods and documentation
As a way to find expressive tools and to get a deeper understanding of what it means to be an
expressive vocalist, the three aspects from Woody (2000) were utilized; the own felt emotion,
acoustic properties of performance, and imitation (see section 3.3. above). These three aspects
are presented in chapters five, six and seven.

In order to understand what tools that were needed to become a more expressive vocalist, a
reflection on my previous musical performances was used. Through these reflections is sought a
deepened awareness of my vocal technical tools, what tools I typically use, and what expressions
I have avoided due to the lack of tools. It was significant to learn what I lack in my expression in
order to enhance the individual and joint expression in duo performance. Furthermore, it is
confirmed in Brunetti (2006) that there is much to be learned from the old tradition of studying
the work of other artists in one’s field. Therefore I listened to other vocalists' techniques and
expressions to find inspiration and sought to imitate techniques that seemed beneficial for my
individual expressiveness and for the joint expression in duo performance. The process of self
reflection and imitation of other vocalists techniques and expressions is described in chapter five.

4.1.1. Collaborative interpretation of three songs
In the collaborative part of the project an in-depth study of our communication and interaction in
duo performance was carried out. Our aim was to get a deeper understanding of how we
communicate and in which way expressive tools can enhance the individual and joint expression.
We rearranged three songs to explore how our individual expressive tools affect the joint
expression and how we interacted during performance. Mellberg and I used the mental picture
method which emerges from our verbal collaborative interpretation of the songs. The songs
challenged our expressive tools, our interaction and collaboration. In the following I will
introduce the artistic approach to each of the three songs.

Smile 1 (Chaplin, 1936).
The duo came across Philippe Quint’s and Joshua Bell’s version2 of Smile when we were to
decide which songs to rearrange. Their version of Smile is very artistic, dramatic and fragile
which both of us liked. We saw great potential in Smile and wanted our version to be similar to
Quints and Bells regarding the expressiveness, but with our own verbal collaborative
interpretation. This song could challenge us to use a wide spectrum of expressions, from the
widest to the  smallest expressions.

2 Quint & Bell’s version of Smile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekl271vZZPk
1 Charlie Chaplin’s Smile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ps6ck1ejoAw
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A Case of You 3 (Mitchell, 1971).
It is partly true to say that we chose A Case of You since it is a very beautiful song we both really
like. The real reason, though, was our wish to explore a new verbal collaborative interpretation
of the lyrics. When discussing the collaborative interpretation in A Case of You, we found it to
often be interpreted as a love story between Joni and her previous lovers, or at least some other
love couple. We wanted to find a new collaborative interpretation where we both were part of the
storytelling, and saw the opportunity to do it in A Case of You.

I Shall Be Released 4 (Dylan, 1968).
By coincidence I heard a version of I Shall Be Released with Cass Elliot, Mary Travers and Joni
Mitchell.5 We got interested in the song and listened to some versions of it (e.g. Maroon 5’s
version6 and Nina Simone’s7). What they all had in common was the slow tempo, the almost sad/
exhausted feeling of being released any day now. We missed a version of the song that had a
happy, gospel approach (e.g. rhythm, melodic changes, high energy) and decided to be the ones
to finally create such a version. This was a challenge since we never had played gospel before
and did not know what was expected of us in the gospel genre.

4.1.2. Performance
The outcome of this study was meant to be a live performance, since that’s how we usually
perform. However, due to Covid-19 and the increasing spread of infection we chose to record the
three songs with audio and video recording instead. Since the studio was fully booked we created
our own studio in one of the corners of a classroom and were responsible for the audio recording,
camera recording and lights. The video recording was used to study how our duo interacts
visually during the songs. Although we might have planned some of our body gestures, the
cameras also captured the spontaneous, intuitive and tacit movements that we were not aware of.
It was also possible to find automated movements that do not have anything to do with the actual
performance, but happen purely out of habit. We used four cameras which were used to capture
separate closeups of Mellberg and I, and to capture our gestural interaction and body movements
during the songs. The two pictures below show the camera angles we used during recording.

7 Nina Simone’s version of I Shall Be Released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHWOrquJ3Ak
6 Maroon 5’s version of I Shall Be Released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKI0VrXEDww
5 Elliot, Travers and Mitchell’s version of I Shall Be Released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEZFt5ZZj9s
4 Bob Dylan’s I Shall Be Released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0pkHBVznLA
3 Joni Mitchell’s A Case of You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAZp5JfDmz4
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Figure four. The camera angles during the recording session.

Figure five. How we were portrayed through the cameras.
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As seen in figure four and five, camera one is a closeup angle of me in profile to show my
mimicry and microphone technique. Camera two shows the interactive and communicative angle
of how Mellberg sees me. Camera three is a closeup of Mellberg’s hands and movements over
the keys, and camera four is an interactive and communicative angle of how I see Mellberg.

4.2. Research methods
For this study, stimulated recall was utilized as an analytical method during the self reflection of
my vocal expressive tools, the collaborative interpretation of the three songs, and after the
recorded performances. This research method is used for participants to recall their concurrent
thinking during an event as they listen/ watch a video sequence or some other form of visual
recall (Turnbull, 2009). Stimulated recall has been used for years in qualitative research, and
widely in music education research as a way to access students and teachers' thinking in music
teaching and learning. In this research, stimulated recall was used both alone and together with
Mellberg to recall the performance, and to observe what tools and choices we used and if they
were conscious or subconscious. Analyzing the recordings together gave us the opportunity to
hear each other's points of views and find the interactive connection in the music. The
advantages of listening together is confirmed by Appen et al. (2015) as it engurages the
performers to communicate about the different interpretations and thoughts about a song. The
communication about the interpretation could be both verbal and non verbal. How we
communicate and use stimulated recall is presented in chapter six (see figure nine).

During the analysis of the recorded performances we used open coding, a method used for
analyzing qualitative data where the researcher is identifying distinct concepts and themes for
categorization (Williams & Moser, 2019). We listened together and paused where we found an
interesting expression and noted the time of that expression. When we had listened through the
recording we went back to the expressions to analyze what we did that created the interesting
expression.

4.3. Outline of result chapter
The three result chapters present the outcome of the study and answers my research questions.
The following figure illustrates which chapters that explains the process behind finding the
answers to the studies research questions:
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Figure six. The connection between the research questions and the result chapters.

Chapter five, Development of expressive vocal tools presents my own preparation which include
reflection and knowledge of my current tools, other vocalist’s techniques and feeling and mood
enhancing tools. Chapter six, Collaborative interpretation of the three songs contains an in-depth
study of how we interact in performance and communicate during rehearsals, our collaborative
process and the arrangement process of the three songs. Chapter seven, Performance, presents
the outcome of the collaborative interpretation of the three songs.
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5. Development of expressive vocal tools

This chapter presents the individual artistic preparation that I carried out in addition to the
collaboration with Mellberg. The chapter outlines my individual knowledge of vocal techniques
and expressive tools, my goal with my singing and the tools I want to develop. Further on the
chapter contains video and audio examples of how vocal techniques sound on my voice, the
study and inspiration of other vocalists' expressions and their choice of vocal techniques.

To be able to achieve these developments the most important part for me was to accept my
current tools, how I sound, and boost my confidence in my singing. As mentioned in the
introduction I have struggled with very high demands on myself and my singing for almost my
entire life. To be able to develop I needed to let go of perfection and challenge my comfort zone.
Dare to let go of the control of sounding “correct”, or, “perfect” on every note. This demanded
trust between me and Mellberg during our rehearsals. We already have a good relationship, both
as friends and musicians. However, sometimes it can be more scary to show your flaws for those
who are closest to you, than to someone one doesn't know. We both talked about it and assured
the other of how important it was for both of us to let go and make mistakes to be able to
develop, both as a duo and as individuals.

In this chapter I will describe and show examples of how the vocal techniques sound with my
voice. It lays ground for the discussions about vocal expressions in the following chapters.

5.1. Vocal technique
In addition to the collaboration with Mellberg, it was necessary to reflect on what I wanted to
achieve with my own performance as a vocalist. By using stimulated recall I studied some of my
previous performances in order to find what I could develop to become more expressive. Since I
often sang purely intuitively and was not aware of what techniques I use in performance, I found
it highly important to make conscious decisions of the vocal techniques for the songs that suit the
joint expression with Mellberg. It also became apparent to me that I often have been focusing on
vocal modes, but forgotten other technical factors such as melodic variations, effects, sound
color and phrasing, tools that obviously have great impact in a performative expression. I
concluded that I want my singing and expression in performance to be more nuanced. This
included my body movements, musical tools such as effects, sound color and phrasing, and my
interaction with Mellberg. As I develop and improve these tools, simultaneously as my vocal
techniques, my intended expression in performance becomes clearer.

5.1.1. Vocal modes
Sadolin (2009) discusses four vocal modes: Neutral with/ without air, curbing, overdrive and
edge. In my recordings for this study I use neutral with/ without air, curbing and overdrive and
will therefore explain these three modes and give video examples of how they sound. The
following description of the modes, sound color and effects are based on the research of Sadolin
(2021).

Neutral is the vocal mode I have typically been using during my previous singing experiences. It
is a non metallic mode and is quite soft in its character. It is soft, clear, open, and enables many
different sounds and sound colors. It is also the only mode where one can add audible air as an
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effect without the risk of straining the voice. Neutral with and without air is, by far, the most
common mode I use. In this video8 it is possible to hear how neutral with and without air sound
with my voice. The second mode, Curbing, is described as a plaintive, lidded and held back
metallic mode (Sadolin, 2021). Restrained sounds with a reduced metallic character are often
categorized as curbing (Thuesen et al., 2017). This video9 contains a short example of how
curbing sounds. The third mode I use in the three songs is Overdrive, which is often described as
an unrestrained, ‘shouty’ and clear metallic mode. Overdrive should be used in a medium loud to
very loud volume (Sadolin, 2009). Since I have had issues with using a loud volume during
singing, overdrive has been hard for me to use in a relaxed way. This has led to issues with
handling the right amount of energy and placing of vowels correctly in a higher register. This
video10 shows how overdrive sounds with my voice.

5.1.2. Sound color
The sound color can range from a light to a dark sound depending on the vocalist's anatomy. The
vocalist's vocal tracts, length of the vocal cords, and shape of our head create our individual
voice. The anatomy that affects the character of the voice is the epiglottic funnel, the larynx, the
tongue, the shape of the mouth opening, the palate and the nasal passage. This video11 contains
the use of different sound colors.

5.1.3. Effects
Effects are embellishments to enhance the vocal expression. Sadolin (2009) calls effects “those
sounds that are not connected to the melody and text, i.e. sounds that underline the singer’s
expression or style” (p. 177). Examples of effects could be vibrato, ornamentation technique,
audible air, vocal breaks (intentional), screams, grunt, rattle, growl, creak and distortion. In this
video12 it is possible to hear how some of these effects sound when I use them in performance.

5.2. Other vocalist’s techniques and expressions
An aspect of developing my expressive tools was to imitate other vocalists techniques and
expressions (Woody, 2000). I studied vocalists' expressive tools and used open coding to mark
vocal expressions that in some way stood out and emphasized their expression.

I listened to several songs with Natalie Weiss and found her technique and her expressive tools to
be very clear and carefully chosen. There is no doubt that she has good control over her vocal
technique. In her cover mashup13 of the two songs Can't help falling in love14 (Presley, 1961) and
What a wonderful world15 (Armstrong, 1967), she is very clear in her phrasing which really puts
focus on, and enhances the lyrics. In the leading phrase of the song, “... If I can’t help falling in
love with you”, she highlights the words if (00:54-00:56) and lingers on it for just a while before
she continues to the word I. By highlighting important and strong words in performance, a

15 Louis Armstrong's What a wonderful world: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1FN047_LT0
14 Elvis Presley’s Can't help falling in love: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGJTaP6anOU

13 Natalie Weiss’s mashup version of Can’t help falling in love/ What a wonderful world:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDxprimaKs8

12 Effects: https://youtu.be/vzg0uUezA2E
11 Light and dark sound color: https://youtu.be/QdZ5IIEl4fw
10 Overdrive: https://youtu.be/VyIWvbbzzYE
9 Curbing: https://youtu.be/bwfMnJuxnww
8 Neutral with/ without air:https://youtu.be/0lbZpnUAFzM
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vocalist can affect the mood and meaning of the song. In the song Love me, love me not16

(Contreras, 2010), Weiss is singing the phrase “What you don’t know is that I would do anything
for you” (00:04-00:14) and highlights the word anything, which makes it clear for the listener
that she really would do anything for this person. If she were to highlight a less important word
in the sentence, for example, don’t, or, would, the expression and meaning would become
completely different. In the chorus (01:09-01:13) of her cover of I am17 (Jojo, 2016) she uses a
loud dynamic to express a strong feeling, which she enhances by a strong vibrato.

In Sara Bareilles I didn’t plan it18 from the musical Waitress (2016) she starts a long straight note
that she puts vibrato on (01:10-01:15). The vibrato enhances the feelings that she expresses.
Between 01:35-01:37 she highlights the word don’t, and enhances a determined attitude by using
growl on it. She articulates very clearly throughout this song which I appreciate and will take
with me.

5.3. Expressive tools to enhance the feeling and mood in duo
performance
As mentioned in the introduction, singers often get to hear that they “sing with such a feeling”. I
believe performers can enhance both mood and feelings through different tools than just the
voice. I have therefore divided certain expressive tools into mood enhancing and feeling
enhancing tools in the figure below:

Figure seven. Feeling and mood enhancing tools.

18 Sara Bareilles I didn’t plan it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aO457qZhMb4
17 Natalie Weiss’s version of I am: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFbBJqx937o
16 Natalie Weiss’s version of Love me love me not: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwQJSw5jUeM
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As seen in figure seven moods and feelings can be affected and enhanced by either musical,
environmental or performative tools. Despite that they are divided, feelings can also be primary
or secondary (Moore & Bergman, 2012).

Musical tools can be either mood enhancing or feeling enhancing. Mood enhancing tools can be
major/ minor harmony, big emotional contrast such as happy or sad, and vocal technical modes.
Feeling enhancing tools can be phrasing, vocal technical effects, melodic changes and rhythm.
Visual interaction between the performers affects both moods and feelings and are categorized as
performative tools. The performative tools also include body movements, facial expressions, and
visible interaction with the audience during performance. The environment during a performance
also affects the mood and concerns how big/ small the room is, room decorations, lights, and
interaction off stage with the audience before/ after performance.

During the recording of the collaborative interpretation of the three songs we decorated the room
with curtains of the walls, lamps and carpets on the floor to enhance a warm and safe mood. The
following picture shows how our studio looked from the inside:

Figure eight. Image of how the studio was decorated with curtains, lamps and carpets to
enhance the mood.

It became easier for us to understand how to practice our expressive tools when we had divided
them as either mood or feeling enhancing tools. We understood in which way we could use
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certain tools to enhance and increase the expressions based on our verbal collaborative
interpretation of the lyrics. Depending on how the tools are combined they can of course enhance
different aspects, the same goes for how we perform individually and how we respond to each
other in performance.

In some of the songs we experienced that Mellberg often became the mood enhancer while I
became the feeling enhancer. This was especially experienced in the recording of Smile19.
However, in the recording of I Shall Be Released we shared the responsibility of the mood and
feeling enhancers since we both created the groove that contributed to the mood. Monson (1996)
describes it as it is every performer's role in the ensemble to contribute to the groove and time.
“Hence arises the emphasis in this chapter on the idea of grooving and feeling, for they are
central to the successful combination of instrumental roles” (Monson, 1996, p. 27). To enhance
the feeling Mellberg fills and I use effects.

19 The collaborative interpretation of the three songs is presented in chapter six and seven.
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6. Collaborative interpretation of the three songs

This chapter outlines the outcome of the collaboration between Mellberg and me. We have
studied our communicative and interactive tools to develop our collaboration and joint
expression. Further on we do an in-depth study of our arrangement process and separate our
different tools to get a deeper understanding of how to use the tools to enhance the joint
expression. This is followed by our collaborative interpretation of the three songs where the
process and choices of expressive tools are discussed. The final recordings of the song are
available for listening in chapter seven.

6.1. Communication and interaction in duo collaboration

6.1.1. Interacting in music
Interaction through music means listening, communicating and responding to each other's
expressive tools during rehearsal and performance. During the years Mellberg and I have played
together we have learned each other's interactive languages, such as musically, bodily, non verbal
and verbal. Some of the knowledge is conscious and is something we actively listen/ look for.
However, there is much communication that is never framed or addressed verbally because we
“just know” how we play together as Hera, and how to communicate in Hera. It is embodied
knowledge that has been learned through experience of performing together. Mellberg has, for
example, subconsciously learned how long it takes for me to breathe before I start the next
phrase, and I have learned how she usually follows my phrasing and therefore knows when she
will lay the chords. In our version of Vårens första dag20 from 2019, it is possible to see how
Mellberg reacts to my inhalation and changes her fingers for the next chord (00:34-00:36).
Another example of our close interaction is our body movements during performance. For
example, further in the same video we move back and forth at the same time (00:50-00:56). This
movement is something we have seen us doing in several video recordings. This is a good
example of how our bodies interact together without us choosing it consciously.

6.1.2. Communication around music
Communicating about the arrangement process is when we discuss the goal with the song, such
as development of score, musical tools and expressive tools. The figure below is developed in
collaboration with Mellberg (2022). It shows how we listen and communicate through stimulated
recall:

20 Heras version of Vårens första dag: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4AqLBbG-IE
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Figure nine. How we use stimulated recall. Created in collaboration with Mellberg (2022).

As seen in figure nine, we listen to an audio/ video recording from two perspectives, the
performer's perspective (1st person) and a 3rd person perspective. It is our joint belief that when
listening from a performer's perspective we think-through-our instruments (Östersjö, 2020). By
thinking-through-our instrument we listen critically through our performance, such as
performance practice, affordances and resistances, musical choices, the relation between musical/
expressive choices and the joint interpretation of lyrics, and our interactions. While listening
from the 3rd person perspective we listen as if it was someone else performing. We observe the
‘bigger picture’, such as the relation between our authentic expression and the joint interpretation
of the lyrics, harmony, the overall feeling and mood in the song, the visible interaction and our
body movements.

The discussion of the audio/ video recording is happening as intersubjective 2nd person
perspectives through verbal or non verbal communication. Verbal communication is
communication through our spoken language. The non verbal communication on the other hand
happens through body gestures, mimicry or musically, where we show what we mean through
actions. It is, for example, much easier for a vocalist to sing how they want the phrase to sound
instead of explaining it verbally, or for a pianist to play the chords instead of verbally explaining
how they will sound. In this audio and video example21 it is possible to hear and see two
examples of verbal and non verbal communication. In the first example (00:00-00:10) in the
video we discuss the verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics in Smile.

A: … When it is chaos around, or say that it is a war all around, and then you’re just *mouth
sound*, in your bubble, and so it’s just *snapping my fingers*.. Time is standing still there.

Here I use verbal communication to convey our in-depth interpretation of the lyrics. To enhance

21 Verbal and non verbal communication: https://youtu.be/5hJT71rWZg0
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what I’m trying to say, I add a mouth sound and snapps my fingers. It is an attempt to symbolize
how the person we act in the story travels from real life into a “bubble” where time stands still.

The second example (00:11-00:20) is when we experiment on how to express certain emotions
through our instruments. In this case we have just tried to express a sad feeling:

M: The one I'm playing, its this one *looks out the window with a sad face*... That kind of
sadness. "When it really is rainy and you sit and stare out the window, and just “life huh" *empty
face expression*.

Mellberg is using non verbal communication to express what kind of sadness she tried to express
while rehearsing. She does this by looking out the window and looking sad. To enhance the non
verbal communication she adds verbal communication afterwards to be extra clear about what
she wanted to convey.

The verbal and non verbal forms of communication complement each other to clarify what we
try to communicate. By breaking down how we communicate we have come to understand our
communicative tools better and therefore gotten a better dialogue and trust. As John-Steiner
(2000) mentions, communication and dialogue are crucial for a successful collaboration and
partnership. Our communication reflects upon our interaction in performance and improves both
our individual and joint expression.

6.1.3. Collaborative process
The collaborative process of creating arrangements started as the duo was formed in 2017 and
has developed since then. During the study we broke down the process to understand what
domains are being used, how to separate them and understand what each domain offers to the
process and expression in performance.
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Figure 10. The collaborative process when rearranging an original song. Created in
collaboration with Mellberg (2022).

Verbal collaborative interpretation of lyrics
The process begins with a verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics where we discuss how
we perceive the lyrics and create a story that would fit. During the process we use interpretation
concepts such as text and subtext (Moore & Bergman, 2008), or the mental picture method. As
we describe how the environment looks, who the person in the lyrics is, etc, we get a shared
vision and understanding of the joint interpretation. While the verbal collaborative interpretation
will stay the same between different performances, the mental picture changes with slight
adjustments to suit the mood we intend to express during that particular performance (Mellberg,
2022). Since we know each other well both personally and musically we are able to change our
mental picture just minutes before entering the stage. Mellberg states that “If I were to perform
with another vocalist and add a sunset to the shared mental picture, I might aim for the warm and
safe feeling it brings but the vocalist might associate it with the end of a day, which might bring a
contradictory feeling to the performance” (Mellberg, 2022, p. 44). It is possible to use personal
experiences in order to relate to the person we act (Persson, 2001) since we know each other
well. As Woody (2000) also mentions, the own felt emotion could be a useful attribute to reach
expressive tools. While creating our collaborative interpretation we also discuss what kind of
mood we want and how to achieve that.
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Musical and expressive tools
We have divided the different tools into two categories: Musical tools and expressive tools.
Musical tools are the foundation of expressive tools, and are our practical and theoretical
techniques. For a singer this includes pitch, vocal techniques such as vocal modes, effects and
sound color. There can also be choices such as dynamic, reharmonizing, changing the form, a
certain groove, choice of genre, and rhythmic. The musical tools can be affected by musical
background, performers practice, and affordances and resistances of the instrument. Expressive
tools are based on musical tools but can also include body movements, mimics, interaction with
the audience, visible interaction with the co-musician(s), microphone technique, and mood
enhancing tools. Expressive tools include both musical and environmental domains that could
affect the performative expression.

Score
The score is the chart where the written arrangement is notated, such as the form of the song,
chords, melodies, specific dynamic changes, and lead words for moods and feelings. It can also
include vocal tools, such as how to start/ end phrases, certain effects such as vibrato and
ornament, and choice of sound color. During our rehearsals the scores are carefully used.
Sometimes the score can be very detailed, and sometimes they could be just the lyrics and
leading words for the mental picture of the song. For Mellberg it could be some chords or a few
words. We try not to use the scores when we perform in a studio or for an audience. That is
simply because we experience that looking at notation while performing disturbs our expression
of the song and interaction between each other. It could also take away the spontaneity of the
performance. We appreciate the sudden intuition that makes us perform in a different way than
what is written down. Sometimes the spontaneous reaction we do during rehearsals and
performances could lead to a whole new idea of the arrangement and interpretation.

Arrangement and musical interpretation
The arrangement is formed through the choice of combining musical tools, expressive tools, and
the written score. Based on this, we decide the form, harmony, dynamic, etc, that would fit the
chosen verbal collaborative interpretation. When we have decided on some kind of arrangement
idea we perform a musical interpretation of it. It could be a performance where we try an
arrangement idea, a certain technique on the song, or a whole performance of the song.

Stimulated recall
The figure in chapter 6.1.2. describes how we listen and communicate. The use of stimulated
recall helps us to reflect on how the new arrangement can be developed. Does it sound as we
want? Does the verbal collaborative interpretation agree with the lyrics? Is the musical
interpretation musically appealing? The collaborative process is circling until the musical
interpretation sounds as we want.

6.2. Collaborative rearrangement of Smile
Smile (Chaplin, 1936) became our most experimental song in the study. When starting our
rearrangement process we used expressive exercises on the song, such as performing certain
feelings to see what we do with our technical tools to express it, taking turns to follow each
other's musical choices, and going outside our comfort zone regarding dynamic range, tempo and
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technique. Mellberg describes these exercises more thoroughly in her chapter 6.1. (see Mellberg,
2022, pp. 27-30).

We did find a satisfying dynamic range from the exercises that we chose to use in the
arrangement. However, we did not find a joint interpretation of the storyline, such as who we are/
act/ in the story, and that person's story from these exercises. Instead we took inspiration from
other versions of the song, using the mental picture method to find an interpretation in line with
our vision of the song.

6.2.1. Verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics
In the beginning of the rearrangement process we knew we wanted our version to be dramatic in
some way. Even though our first intuition was to perform a dramatic version, we started out by
reading and interpreting the meaning of the lyrics using the mental picture method. The song has
a warm and hopeful text while the chords and harmony have a slightly melancholy tone. The first
thought that came to mind was a girl in a chaotic world. At first she was in a city where people
were running around with stress. There are clouds in the sky, but the sun shines through
sometimes. The girl was standing in her own bubble, daydreaming, unable to take in the chaotic
world around her. This became the foundation of the interpretation we applied. We used our
collaborative process (shown in figure 10) to develop the verbal and musical interpretation. The
two lead words of the interpretation came to be “war” and “day dreaming” after discussing the
lyrics and realizing that we wanted a slightly more dramatic interpretation. The development of
the verbal collaborative interpretation became more rough and dramatic than we first imagined.

It is 4pm, and a war has taken place in the town where a 12 year old girl grew up. Just
before the song takes place, the military has bombed the town and the girl has sadly
become a victim of the war. She is lying underneath house ruins and will not make it
through the day. It is quiet around her, the military has left the town. The girl feels no
pain. While she is lying there her mind takes her back through her life. Her mom and dad
always told her to smile through the hard times in life, so that is what she is doing, right
now. A tone is hissing in her ears until the song starts.

This was the in-depth interpretation of the lyrics that we came to use in our recording. When the
verbal collaborative interpretation was done we started developing the musical interpretation.
This was done by performing and studying the intuitive and spontaneous tools that came out
during rehearsals, but also through listening and taking inspiration from other versions of the
song.

6.2.2. Studying other versions of the song
As described in the method chapter we found an interest in Quint’s and Bell’s version22 of Smile.
They express a sensitive, fragile mood in the song with an underlying melancholic feeling which
becomes very beautiful. The lyrics, written by Turner & Parsons (1954), are beautifully written
and urges the listener to smile through hard times in life:

22 Quint & Bell’s version of Smile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekl271vZZPk
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“Smile,
Though your heart is aching
Smile,
Even though it’s breaking
When there are clouds in the sky
You’ll get by
If you smile through your fear and sorrow
Smile and maybe tomorrow
You’ll see the sun come shining through
For you

Light up your face with gladness
Hide every trace of sadness
Although a tear may be ever so near
That’s the time you must keep on trying
Smile what’s the use of crying
You’ll find that life is still worthwhile
If you’ll just
Smile” (Turner & Parsons, 1954)

I came across Nat King Cole’s version23 of Smile as well. He has interpreted the song in the
warm and loving sense that goes hand in hand with the lyrics. His intonation is a bit higher when
he sings the word, smile, which I believe comes from him actually smiling when singing that
phrase. It enhances the pleasant and warm, joyful feeling and makes the song sound hopeful. I
found it very appealing and came to use it later on in our arrangement. Gregory Porter's version24

is in some ways similar to Nat King Cole’s since they sing quite alike. The intro, however, sets a
whole different mood to the song since it starts with a low dynamic and is very smooth. When
Porter enters the recording he is also quite soft in the first part of verse one. He uses a lot of
sliding and vibrato, and when hearing his version it sounds like the vocal effects are added to
enhance the chosen expression.

When listening to, and comparing the intros of these three versions it is possible to hear how the
intro sets the chosen mood through the songs. Since the beginning of a song sets the mood for
the song, we concluded that it must be equally important how the last part of the song with its
melody and outro is presented. This is where the performer summarizes the song. It is important
to end the song carefully since this is the last thing the listener will hear of it. Therefore, we
found the intro, verse one, verse four and outro to be the most important parts in our version of
Smile, and would come to develop these carefully in our musical interpretation.

6.2.3. Vocal expressions in Smile
Based on the verbal collaborative interpretation of our version, we developed the musical
interpretation by choosing mood and feelings for the song. The mood we chose was
“uncomfortable”. We wanted the feelings to be torn between joy, comfort, fear and depression
throughout the entire song, just as the lyrics are torn between smiling and heartbreak. Based on

24 Gregory Porter’s version of Smile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6Iv45Ls_xA

23 Nat King Cole’s version of Smile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NO38Y4VFDYc
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these feelings and moods we decided on our expressive tools. The development of the musical
interpretation will be described part by part in the large scale formal structure.

The intro
We knew the importance of the intro and wanted it to be fragile in some way. At first Mellberg
played the chords to mark where the intro should be. When we had the first interpretation with
the girl standing in chaos, I came across Michelle Nicolles version of Days of wine and roses25,
and got fond of her intro (00:13-01:24) that contains a vocal improvisation with piano
accompaniment. It induces a soft introverted feeling. We wanted to try it out to see if it could fit
our interpretation. Listen to our take here26. However, when we tried it, it didn’t feel like it was
the right interpretation of the song for us at this time. We discussed the verbal interpretation once
again and changed it so the girl is dying. By changing the interpretation it suddenly became
much easier to find a suitable intro that would enhance a fragile and uncomfortable expression.
We started to experiment with extended piano techniques in the intro to get a more rough and
unpleasant mood. “The whole arrangement changed when we added extended piano techniques,
playing directly on the strings, the body of the piano and adding a whiteboard pen on top of some
strings to create a more metallic sound” (Mellberg, 2022, p. 36). To enhance this rough and
unpleasant mood I experimented with my effect pedal (TC Helicon Voicelive 2), and used a
preset where the pitch becomes low, with a long delay and reverb on top of it. I blew into the
microphone from the third distance range to make it sound like the wind. To do this without the
air becoming puffy and hard in the microphone, I performed the blowing next to the microphone
and then turned my head towards the microphone, making the wind sound. When I inhaled near
the microphone it became an unpleasant pointed sound which we both liked. Watch and listen us
performing the intro here27.

Verse one and two
I took inspiration from Natalie Weiss' clear phrasings to enhance the lyrics. At first I started out
by singing the verse purely intuitively and used stimulated recall to study what to keep and what
to change. I planned the lyrics based on Woody’s method of planning the performance (2000),
and used bold text, colors and characters to experiment with musical tools, leave my comfort
zone and find other ways to phrase. The text below will show how the notes ended up looking
like:

- Smile -
Tho' your heart -is- <aching |
- Smile -
Even though -it's- breaking < |
< When there are clouds, in the sky, You'll get by ~
If - you smile, through your fear | And sorrow |
Smile and maybe | tomorrow.
< You'll see | The sun, come shining through- < For you

Explanation of notation:

27 Intro, Smile: https://youtu.be/V37bS5wXCsM
26 Vocal improvisation intro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5HR2ZMxh5I
25 Michelle Nicolle’s version of Days of Wine and Roses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIvMSgdk5GQ
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| means short end phrasing
< means crescendo
- - means highlight and separate word from sentence
~ means vibrato
Bold lyrics means emphasizing the word/ taste of the work.
Purple color means audible air on neutral vocal mode
Blue background means low volume
Orange color means increasing some sort of louder dynamic range
Red means darker sound color

When using this type of notation it became clearer for me how the tools enhance the expression I
sought for this verse. My intention was to make it sound like I was torned between joy and
discomfort/ depression. I started to smile when I sang to enhance the joy and comfort. In some
sentences I used curbing to make it sound restrained and uncomfortable, and enhanced that
feeling by using vibrato. Using neutral with air made the lyrics more fragile. I used Natalie
Weiss’ way of highlighting the words it, and, its to enhance the following word. This audio
example28 contains four versions of verse one. The first two examples are sung purely intuitively,
without any thought of how to use the expressive tools. Example three and four are sung with the
decided notations above.

I took inspiration from verse one when I sang the second verse. However, I did not notate verse
two since I wanted to compare the first and second one from the final recordings to see how the
notations in the first verse affected my spontaneous expression in the second verse. The second
verse ends with “You’ll find that life is still worthwhile, if you just smile”. According to our
verbal collaborative interpretation, the girl becomes unconscious in this sentence and to
symbolize that I chose to use audible air and slowly moving away from the microphone to fade
the vocals.

The piano solo and verse three
The intention with the piano solo was to symbolize the girl's dreams while she is unconscious.
Our shared vision with the solo was that it was supposed to be beautiful and dramatic. Since it
was an improvised solo, Mellberg obviously did different versions of the solo in each take. When
continuing into verse three we wanted a new mood. We got inspired from Quint’s & Bell’s third
verse that starts with a joyful feeling and ends dramatically. We used the same mood and started
with a happy feeling that eventually turned dramatic and unpleasant. The text below with gray
highlighting color behind shows the development of verse three. The darker the highlighting the
more intense and dramatic it gets.

“Smile,
Though your heart is aching
Smile,
Even though it’s breaking
When there are clouds in the sky
You’ll get by
If you smile through your fear and sorrow

28Vocal expressive developments, verse one: https://youtu.be/q2ncO4J_m_4
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Smile and maybe tomorrow
You’ll see the sun come shining through
For you”

We struggled with how to achieve our intended expression in verse three with the right musical
tools. To make it dramatic we used a great span of dynamic nuances, starting out with a quite low
dynamic so it could be expanded when the mood is changing. To make the beginning cheerful I
smiled to make my pitch higher. When the yellow area comes I use more curbing to symbolize a
restrained, unpleasant feeling. In the red area I use overdrive and neutral without air with loud
volume. We decided to cut this phrase at the same time to create tension into the last sentence.
This is where she slowly wakes up and becomes conscious again.

Verse four
During a rehearsal Mellberg spontaneously held the chord between verse three and four. I started
to sing verse four a capella. We agreed to use this spontaneous idea since the performance
becomes extremely fragile. This musical choice was actually the reason why we changed the
verbal collaborative interpretation, and instead of her getting out of her bubble, she dies. The a
capella part symbolizes how the girl is lying by herself in the ruins, about to take her last breath.
The lyrics are the words her mom and dad often told her: “Light up your face with gladness, and
hide every trace from sadness”. To enhance this text I pause between the words, and then
articulate very clearly. In the other two sentences “Although a tear may be even so near, that’s the
time you must keep on trying. Smile - What’s the use of crying?”. The girl's emotions are shining
through the lyrics and she is feeling both scared and sad. Mellberg uses extended piano
techniques on the word, near, in “Although a tear may be ever so near” to symbolize that she is
not alone. Then Mellberg quietly re-enters in the last four bars as I sing the following text:

“You’ll find that life is still worthwhile
If you’ll just
Smile” (Turner & Parsons, 1954)

In the last word of the song, Smile, I chose to use audible air that ends with no tone and only air,
while I moved away slowly from the microphone. I did this to symbolize her last breath and her
passing.

6.3. Collaborative rearrangement of A Case of You
A Case of You29 (Mitchell, 1971) is a song we have performed once before but didn’t feel as if it
became our own version. We thought this project was a perfect opportunity to work with this
song once again, using the mental picture method to see how we could interpret the lyrics in a,
for us, new way. The mental picture method was also used to see what expressive tools that came
spontaneously/intuitively during the takes, to see which of these tools I could use during the
recording, and if I were to add other tools to enhance the expression.

29 Joni Mitchell’s A Case of You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAZp5JfDmz4
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6.3.1. Studying other versions of the song
In the process of studying the song we found Joni Mitchell's orchestra version30, and Diana
Krall’s version31 of the song. Both of these express a calm mood which we wanted to create in
our version as well. Mellberg (2022) took inspiration from the harmony and chords in Krall’s
version and mixed them with the original harmonization. I also listened to James Blake’s version
of the song32. His recording expresses a calm mood through his soft voice, but at the same time
the floating timing is mixed with fast sentences using attack in his phrasing and fast licks in the
piano. This version expresses some sort of mixed emotions, as if he was torn between, for
example, stressed and calm. I was really inspired by his version, which became a reference in the
beginning of the arrangement process.

6.3.2. Verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics
In the process of rearranging this song we used the mental picture method. Mellberg and I read
the lyrics sentence by sentence to understand our separate interpretations and develop these into
a joint understanding and interpretation. We also googled ‘A Case of You, interpretation’, to read
comments about how other people interpret the song. Most comments were about Joni and her
relationship with her previous boyfriends. It was pretty clear that most interpretations were about
a relationship between a love couple with some sort of issue. I gave an example that it mustn't be
a relationship between a love couple, it could be about a father/ daughter relationship. This idea
stuck and we started to develop what the story would be like and how it connected to the lyrics,
based on the daughter's point of view. This story was being developed as we communicated both
verbally and non-verbal.

Before we start to work sentence by sentence, we need to create an overall understanding of what
story lies behind the song. Right away we decided that they have a complicated relationship. The
father left the family while the daughter was very young, somewhere around 5-7 years old and
has since then come and gone out of her life as he wanted. He created false hopes for her when
returning home, and she was devastated every time he left. As the song is performed, the
daughter is 30 years old and hasn't heard from her father in five years. She has moved on with
her life and believes that she is fine without a father. Mellberg (2022) tries to reflect it as we
created the intro in her video33.

“Just before our love got lost you said
"I am as constant as a northern star"
And I said, "Constantly in the darkness
Where's that at?
If you want me I'll be in the bar"

“On the back of a cartoon coaster
In the blue TV screen light
I drew a map of Canada

33 Mellbergs (2022) video of creating the intro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKnbSFERC-0
32 James Blake's version of A Case of You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri6bd4G-Aig
31 Diana Krall’s version of A Case of You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaz0xbI2tAg
30 Joni Mitchell’s orchestra version of A Case of you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAJwYr2uEns
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Oh, Canada
With your face sketched on it twice” (Mitchell, 1971)

Based on the lyrics we chose that it is Saturday and she is sitting in a local bar, just a few
minutes away from her house. She has just gotten a phone call from her father who wants to
meet up. He is sorry for the past and wants to be there for her from now on. Because of this call
she has gotten very upset. She had finally started to settle with the thought of not having a
present father, and out of the blue he calls to say that he wants to be there, again, just as he has
said many times before. To express this through the music we discussed how she was feeling and
how the mood should be throughout the song. We chose that the mood should be characterized
by extreme polarities: irritation and calmness, using feelings that are torned between frustration
and sadness. When using counter-pools it symbolizes how she is torned between anger towards
the past, and sadness of how it could have been.

We performed a version of this but did not enjoy the result. Something was missing so we
discussed it all over again. We wanted the mood of the song to be really palpable and sensitive.
Therefore we changed the reason for why he was calling her that night. He was ill and will not
live throughout this year. He called to reconcile with his daughter before his passing. He felt
remorse for how he had acted and he was truly sorry. After this phone call she was very
emotional. She was upset over this call about him suddenly wanting to reconcile, and that he
assumes that she will forgive him for all he has done. At the same time she feels remorse for
being mad at him when all he wants to do is to be forgiven. She feels tenderness over the good,
but few times, they have had together. She has a big reaction, and when this song is being
performed she is exhausted. We therefore added tenderness as a third feeling, and changed the
mood to fragile and calm.

“Oh, you're in my blood like holy wine
You taste so bitter and so sweet
Oh, I could drink a case of you, darling
And I would still be on my feet
Oh, I would still be on my feet” (Mitchell, 1971)

In the arrangement process I noticed that I had changed the lyrics without even knowing. The
original goes “You’re in my blood like holy wine”, while I sing “You’re in my blood, you’re my
holy wine”. When discussing this with Ester we realized that I had sung with “my” interpretation
of the lyrics even before the study was made. I also spontaneously during a take added two
words “You taste so bitter, and you taste so sweet”. By doing this it emphasizes the meaning of
him tasting so sweet, so we chose to keep it.

The lyrics above are the chorus and symbolizes the reflection over their relationship. His blood
runs through her veins and having him in her life is both bitter and sweet. We removed the word
darling since it did not fit the father/ daughter relationship.

“Oh, I am a lonely painter
I live in a box of paints
I'm frightened by the devil
And I'm drawn to those ones that ain't afraid
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I remember that time you told me
You said, "Love is touching souls"
Surely you touched mine
'Cause part of you pours out of me
In these lines from time to time” (Mitchell, 1971)

First part of verse two describes her life and how their relationship has affected her. She has trust
issues and doesn't want to meet new people, she stays in her comfort zone, her “box of paints”.
The second verse symbolizes a memory of hers when the father said “love is touching souls”. In
the last two sentences she feels tenderness and sadness over how their relationship will come to
an end for good.

“I met a woman
She had a mouth like yours
She knew your life
She knew your devils and your deeds
And she said, "Go to him, stay with him if you can
But be prepared to bleed" (Mitchell, 1971)

The last verse is made up in her head. She thinks of what it would be like if she met up with her
grandmother and what she would have said. She would have told the daughter to meet up with
her father, stay with him until the very end, but it will be hard and emotional.

6.3.3. Vocal expressions in A Case of You
The expressive tools are based on our interpretation of the daughter’s point of view in the father/
daughter relationship. We wanted to express a fragile, calm mood with her feelings of being
torned between frustration, sadness and tenderness. To find expressive tools I read Juslin’s
(2009) summary of musical features connected to the five most commonly studied emotions (p.
335). The vocal expressive tools are based on the interpretation and some of the tools that appear
are: Neutral with and without air, creak, sighs on end phrases, dynamic range, vibrato and
curbing. In chapter 7.2. I will further discuss the vocal expressive tools and how they are applied
in duo collaboration with Mellberg.

6.4. Collaborative rearrangement of I Shall Be Released
I Shall Be Released (Dylan, 1967), was our third and last song to rearrange. The song was found
only two weeks before our recording session and we had to work fast in the arrangement process.
As I wrote in the method chapter we instantly got a feeling that this song would fit perfectly with
a happy approach. Instead of using the mental picture method we based our arrangement idea on
leading words such as “freedom”, “happiness” and “released” to see how it would affect the
arrangement process and the musical outcome. The intention with the arrangement was a happy,
confident and groovy version based in the gospel genre. The song challenged our comfort zones
since we do not have previous experience in performing gospel. We listened to gospel songs to
find the characteristics in gospel, such as harmony, phrasing, group singing and rhythms. An
example of this is Father knows best by Kirk Franklin34. They have a different approach and
groove than we wanted in our version, but we found mood enhancing tools such as clapping,
interacting by speaking during the take, and using cheerings like “hey”, “woho”, etc. In Dylan's

34 Kirk Franklin’s Father knows best: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCdSaIdyFDo
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original version of I Shall Be Released, Dylan mixes talking and singing, and the lyrics are
clearly designed for that concept. Since we render the song differently I chose to remove words
that were unnecessary for our version.

6.4.1. Vocal expressions in I Shall Be Released
This song was very challenging for me. The concept we had for the arrangement demanded
several vocal technical tools that were out of my comfort zone, such as loud dynamics with
either neutral, curbing or overdrive as vocal mode, and effects such as ornaments and growl that
I certainly did not feel comfortable using. I had to work hard with accepting my vocal tools and
techniques and become aware of which ones I already possess, which ones I can do but do not
dare to perform, and which ones I had wanted to perform but cannot master yet. An example of
this is the vocal effect ornamentation that I knew I wanted to use in the song. Instead of doing
long ornaments that I know I cannot master, but know is a characteristic in gospel, I chose to
focus on short ornaments with three notes that I know I can master but usually do not dare to use.

I knew I would have a hard time to keep myself out of my comfort zone in this song. To avoid
the comfort zone I used planning (Woody, 2020) to decide vocal expressive tools on certain form
parts, sentences or words, similarly to what I did in “Smile”. By notating the vocal technical
tools it became easier for me to challenge my vocal techniques. The following colorful text is an
example of the first verse, second refrain and third verse with my decided vocal technical tools:

“They say everything can be replaced
They say every distance, is not near
So I remember every face,
Of every man who put me - here -

I see my light | Come shining
From the west down to the east
Any day now | Any day now
I shall be released

A man stands in this lonely crowd
A man, who swears he's not to blame
< And all day long,  I hear him, so loud
Calling out | that he was framed” (growl)

Explanation of notation:
| means short end phrasing
< means crescendo
Green - Neutral vocal mode
Orange - Overdrive vocal mode
Light blue - Audible air
Dark blue - Hold
Red - Darker sound color
Purple - Ornament
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Pink - Smile when singing this part
Bold - Emphasize the word

Despite the vocal technical tools we knew we needed other expressive tools such as body
movement and other characteristics in gospel. We took inspiration from Father knows best
(Franklin, 2019) and used words and sounds such as “yeah”, “woh”, “aha”, to get a cheerful
mood. During all rehearsals we practiced our body movements as well. The movements were
purely intuitive and based on the feeling and groove in the song. When we rehearsed with body
movements the visible interactions came along with it and resulted in much more eye contact
during this song, compared to the other two. We took inspiration from the gospel genres’ typical
choirs by adding an a cappella chorus in the beginning. In this chorus the two of us were
snapping our fingers. Mellberg sang harmony on “any day now, any day now” to enhance the
cheerful mood even more.

During the arrangement process we had some issues with finding the same subdivision and
groove. Mellberg states that: “Going from the a cappella chorus to the intro during practice, I lost
the groove and raised the tempo. This made me realize I changed my body movements to the
song. From having a groove in my body based on the 1st and 3rd quarter notes in the a cappella
chorus I changed to bouncing on all four quarter notes, losing the calm and the groove from the
first chorus” (Mellberg, 2022, p. 40). Practicing our body movements became an important
aspect to find a shared groove.
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7. Performance

This chapter presents the outcome of the recorded performance of the three songs. It contains the
analysis of vocal technique and expressive tools in the collaborative interpretation of Smile, A
Case of You, and I Shall Be Released. We studied the songs during an open coding session and
notated specific expressions or interaction that we wanted to highlight.

All musical choices we make in the performances are of course expressive in one way or another,
in this analysis I discuss the ones that we perceived as more expressive while having our shared
stimulated recall session. As written in the introduction, it is beneficial for the reader to also read
Mellberg’s perspective on the collaborative outcome in her thesis (Mellberg, 2022).

7.1. Smile
Our arrangement of Smile is based on the verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics. The
song is performed as the storyline proceeds. Listen to the final recording of Smile here35. I have
focused on the intro and four verses of the song.

Intro

Figure 11. Our notations from the open coding session on Smile, intro.

As mentioned in the arrangement process of Smile (chapter 6.2.) the intro was designed to
enhance an unpleasant mood with the help of extended piano and vocal techniques. During
rehearsal we first decided Mellberg should use extended piano techniques (e.g. 00:54 and 00:58).
To enhance the joint expression I blew into the microphone (00:26) when using a preset with a
delay and lowering of pitch. I also inhaled with resistance (00:43) to make a sharper sound as a
contrast to the rumbling sound from the blowing. When we listened to the intro afterwards we
perceived our expression to be as we wanted.

Verse one
During rehearsals I planned how to use my musical tools in verse one. In the recording I took
inspiration from the detailed planning of musical tools, but changed some tools in the moment
since Mellberg and I usually find new expressions through interaction.

35 Our final version of Smile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IR-qyioWxRk
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Figure 12. Our notations from the open coding on Smile, verse one.

Verse one was supposed to be “naked” and fragile with a sense of unpleasantness and warmth at
the same time. This was expressed through the individual expression to create a contrast of two
moods coming together. We come from the intro which has an unpleasant mood, so while I come
in with a happier/ warmer feeling by smiling when I sing the first word, “smile”, (01:12),
Mellberg still expresses the unpleasantness through extended piano techniques. When hearing
this afterwards it is noticeable that it creates a contrast between the “happy” sunged mood and
the extended piano technique that still expresses an unpleasant mood. Further on I use lots of air
in my vocal techniques, highlight the word, “it’s”, (01:28) as a way of enhancing the lyrics, and
have a clear phrasing. When it comes to the lyrics “if you smile through your fears and sorrows”
I use a hold and slightly louder dynamics (01:49) at the same time as Mellberg is strumming
faster on the strings to create tension. We release as Mellberg starts playing on the keys again
(02:04). It was pre decided that she would start playing the keys again based on the lyrics
``You'll see the sun come shining through, for you”, so the piano symbolizes the sun shining
through.

Verse two

Figure 13. Our notations from the open coding on Smile, verse two.

As I highlighted certain words I was able to change, and/ or, aim the verbal collaborative
interpretation of the lyrics in certain directions. In this verse I highlighted for example
“gladness” (02:27), and “sadness” which was pre decided. At 02:31 I spontaneously used vibrato
on the word hide which became very effective to increase the sad feeling. “Verse 2 is performed
as we follow each other in the expressive movements such as tempo variations, phrasings and
dynamics. Overall the second verse isn’t as extreme in the changes as the later verses will be”
(Mellberg, 2022, p. 37). It was necessary to have a softer verse in order for the song to be able to
increase in intensity as the piano solo entered. A description of the solo can be found in Mellberg
(see Mellberg, 2022, p. 37).
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Verse three

Figure 14. Our notations from the open coding on Smile, piano solo and verse three.

Verse three starts by changing the entire mood. We came from the piano solo that was very
dreamy, and ended with Mellberg slowing down the tempo and lowering the dynamics. I set the
tempo in verse three and it is noticeable that I inhale slowly before taking the final inhalation, to
prepare Mellberg and myself that I will start singing (05:30). Mellberg changes her comp style
and I am using a mix of smiling, clear articulation, and highlighting the word “smile” to
emphasize the happy feeling. We follow each other very nicely and compliment each other.
Further on the verse changes mood and becomes more unpleasant as Mellberg changes harmony,
I start to frown, use hold and increase with vibrato. We both are increasing the dynamics to the
peak where we wanted everything to be very intense, and then suddenly release it to make the
song more dramatic (06:03). We were not, however, so tight as we would have wanted on the
release. Mellberg looks at me just as I nod to end the tone, which results in Mellberg releasing
slightly after me. During rehearsal we have done this tight, and this is a typical situation that can
happen during performance. It is, however, nothing that affects the expression since we didn’t
react to it with, for example, some sort of body movements or face gesture. A listener would
most likely not pay attention to that small detail.

Verse four

Figure 15. Our notations from the open coding on Smile, verse four.

I am very pleased with verse four since it really got that fragile, tense mood. In the beginning of
the verse I am using vibrato, that once again, increases the feeling. Combined with a fragile and
shaking pitch it sounds like I am really sad. We created a contrast on the word “near”, when I
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used airy neutral to sound close, and Mellberg strummed on a piano string to sound distant. In
the end, when I used neutral with audible air while slowly backing away from the microphone, it
turned out to express what we were hoping for.

7.1.1. Conclusions
When listening to this recording I became aware of how important it can be to listen from
different perspectives. When listening from a third person perspective I was able to hear our
individual expressive tools becoming a shared expression, and to observe our interaction and
hear the song from a perceiver's perspective. Listening from a third person perspective made me
listen to my performance differently. It was as if I heard the song like someone else sang it, and
therefore I could listen without self criticism. This was liberating for me to realize and has
become a tool for me in order to develop as a vocalist. When I listen from a first person
perspective (as the performer) I instantly become more critical since I think-through-my
instrument (Östersjö, 2020) with e.g. performers’ practice, vocal technique and affordances and
resistance.

It turned out to be very useful for me to plan my vocal expressive tools (Woody, 2000) in verse
one. It challenged me to use my tools carefully and above all, use the tools in a conscious way.
When I become aware of what tools I use where, and why I use them, it develops my
understanding of how the tools can be used to enhance the individual and joint expression in duo
performance.

During the open coding session I recalled that I tried to use my own felt emotions (Woody, 2000)
to enhance the intended expression. However, when I reflect on it afterwards I realize that I
didn’t use it. I tricked myself into thinking that I used my own felt emotions during the
performance, but instead I acted the felt emotions (Brunetti, 2006) with my expressive tools.
When listening to the recording I perceive us to be expressive in the way we intended. The
expressive tools that are heard and seen through our instruments and bodies resulted in my own
felt emotions no longer being needed to express the feelings and moods.

Overall I am very pleased with the expressions in the outcome of Smile. If I were to develop the
expressions further I would have used the vocal techniques even more clearly, for example by
using the vocal modes more distinctly. I would also have used bigger differences and nuances in
my dynamics, phrasing and effects to enhance the dramatic touch we intended to express.

7.2. A Case of You
Based on the verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics, the song is performed as the
storylines proceeds. Listen to the final recording of A Case of You here36. While Mellberg
highlights expressions and interactions through most parts of the song (see Mellberg, 2022, p.
34-35), I have focused on the choruses in this song to study how our individual expressions
affect the joint expression. The first verse is used as an example of how we have used the result
from the open coding session and the analysis of the vocal expressive tools applied. Since the
course of the events in the first verse creates feelings such as tenderness and frustration, I noticed
following expressions in the open coding session with Mellberg:

36 Our final version of A Case of You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krRfSGs2VMA
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Figure 16. Our notations from the open coding on A Case of You, verse one.

I perform several interesting expressions in the first verse that are suitable for the verbal
collaborative interpretation of the lyrics. Just before the first phrase starts I linger a bit before the
first word to express the daughter's reflection of the situation (00:44), this was a conscious
choice I made at that moment. I have a sloppy pitch on “said” (00:49) in the first phrase, which I
knew I wanted to symbolize some sort of exhaustion. In 00:56 I used grunt purely intuitively.
When hearing this afterwards we perceived it as it increases the talking/ singing/ not caring tone
in the narrative. The same with the snorting I do in 01:02. I use audible air and diminuendo in
01:06 that is very nicely done. It emphasizes the tenderness the daughter feels. Mellberg is
following me very closely through the whole verse, and we are very tight on certain words such
as “coaster” (01:16) and “twice” (01:45).

As she gets more soft and considers accepting the offer to meet her father the phrasing also gets
softer, hence, I am soft in my singing. To express tenderness I use a soft articulation with a soft
attack, neutral vocal mode, sometimes with a hold to get a restrained character in my voice,
audible air, grunt, long notes with and without vibrato.

7.2.1. The choruses
Our intention was that the chorus should increase in intensity, energy and dynamic during the
song. The first and second chorus turned out to sound quite similar when it came to my vocal
technique.

I made a video example when comparing phrase by phrase in the chorus that you can listen to
here37. I will now discuss the expressions in the choruses according to the separate phrases.

“You're in my blood, you're my holy wine” (00:00-00:27)

I phrase this sentence differently in the choruses:

Chorus one: “Oh, you’re in my blood you’re my (pause), holy wine”
Chorus two and three: “Oh, you're in my blood (pause), you’re my holy wine”

37 Vocal expressive tools in A Case of You (chorus): https://youtu.be/JLkYCoS1P7M
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I prefer the second phrasing better since I find it more expressive according to our verbal
collaborative interpretation of the lyrics. I do, however, enjoy that I use both phrases so the
choruses become different.

The first chorus expresses more sadness than the other two according to the verbal collaborative
interpretation of the lyrics. I believe we perceive it that way since I am using hold, vibrato and
audible air at the same time as Mellberg is playing gently with a soft touch. She also follows me
through the phrases and pauses when I pause between the lines.

Chorus two is quite similar to chorus one but in the second chorus I have slightly more energy
and the tone is more straightforward. This part would however benefit from being slightly more
energetic than how I performed it. It does, however, grow in intensity since Mellberg increased
her piano performance in the second chorus.

In the third chorus the phrase expresses sadness mixed with frustration since my tone is more
straightforward. “It’s desperation in both the piano and the vocals as the dynamics and intensity
is high, and the dragging in the tempo between the lines makes the dilemma be heard” (Mellberg,
2022, p. 35). When hearing this afterwards I do think it would be nice if I were even more clear
with my nuances, especially in chorus three where I miss a more straightforward tone and open
vowels.

“You taste so bitter, and you taste so sweet” (00:27-00:51)

In all choruses I tighten my jaw on “bitter” and open up again in “taste so sweet”. As heard in
the video example I use audible air on “taste so sweet” in the first and second chorus. The only
noticeable difference between the first and second is that I emphasize “bitter” in the first one.
Chorus three, however, has more energy, clear phrasing and I also emphasize more words, such
as “taste, bitter, and, taste, so, sweet” as I slow down the tempo.

“I could drink a case of you” (00:51-01:24)

This phrase is more intense in the first chorus than the second, which was not planned. During
the recording session I was dealing with an itchy throat from a protracted cold. When singing
this part of the second verse I felt how it started to itch, so I had to be more careful in my vocal
technique to not start to cough during the performance. Hence, the more fragile tone and
expression. I slightly change the melody for each chorus to get variation.

“And I would, still be on my feet (01:24-02:35)
I would still be on my feet”

In all choruses I sigh after the word “would”, more or less clearly. I use it to express exhaustion.
The phrase from the second chorus is emphasized to symbolize her exhaustion and thoughts of
the situation. The overall intensity between the choruses differs. In the first one the fragileness of
her situation is performed using clear articulation and neutral. In the second one she is more
confident and that is performed using vibrato, swells and clear articulation. In the final chorus
she is more reflective, which is performed using more pauses, straightforward tone and clear
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articulation. The final sentence, “I would still be on my feet”, is performed quite similarly
through all choruses. It is like she always knew the right decision to make, even though it is a
hard decision to make.

7.2.2. Conclusions
Overall I am quite pleased with the expressions in the first and second chorus. The first chorus
(01:49-02:27) contains more fragile expressions such as neutral with/ without audible air, shaky
pitch, while the second chorus (03:48-04:28) is more intense and tends to be torned between
tenderness, and her being upset.

As I mentioned, this arrangement is based on our verbal collaborative interpretation of the lyrics.
Therefore we share a deeper, joint understanding of what the song means, how we want to
express it and what to expect from each other during performance. What vocal expressive tools I
use affect my individual performance but also the joint expression and it gives Mellberg
something to react to during the performance. Even if I would use the same techniques
throughout all choruses, the outcome would still be different if Mellberg varies her piano
performance. However, if I would use the same techniques the perceiver would already know the
expression, and Mellberg would have a much harder time to enhance the joint expression herself.
Now as we both are focused on developing the joint expression we can use the small variations
to create a varied expression throughout the song. An example of this could be found in the first
phrase of the chorus: “You're in my blood, you're my holy wine”. As I wrote before, the first and
second chorus are performed quite similarly, but they appear differently because of the small
nuances and variation before and after that phrase.

Since we have rehearsed several times we know approximately what chords, techniques and
dynamics will be used throughout the song. However, exactly how the tools will be used tends to
vary depending on the interaction in the moment. I listen and react to how Mellberg performs
and vice versa. If Mellberg changes something in her phrasing and touch, I will most likely
follow that and react to it with my vocal expressive tools.

7.3. I Shall Be Released
As I mentioned in chapter 6.4, we did not use the mental picture method on I Shall Be Released.
Instead the song is performed based on three lead words: “freedom”, “happiness” and “released”.
Listen to the final recording of I Shall Be Released here38. I have chosen to focus on the mood
and feeling enhancing tools in this recording and how our body movement and visible interaction
improves the shared expression.

38 Our final version of I Shall Be Released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOHtJ5yQevQ
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Figure 17. Our notations from the open coding session with Mellberg, intro.

As seen in the notations from the open coding session we apply several mood enhancing tools
such as cheering (“yeah”, “woo”, “hmm”, “wow”), laughing, clear visible interaction, and body
movement. The snapping finger intro sets the mood and when listening to the opening of the
song it is possible to assume that the song will have a cheerful mood. Mellberg sings harmony
with me on “Any day now, any day now” (00:18) that also increases a cheerful feeling. Harmony/
group singing is also a typical genre characteristic in gospel (Teachrock, n.d.).

The song is performed with high energy and to be able to express it in the performance, we used
a lot of body movements. This resulted in a clear visible interaction between the two of us that
encouraged each other to express the groove through our bodies and not only through our
instruments. The intro refrain (00:18-00:30) is a good example of our visible interaction and
expressive tools through our body movements. The third verse (02:19-02:44) shows how
Mellberg is still moving her body to keep the groove in her body, while I stop to control my
vocal technique in a lower dynamic with a neutral vocal mode. The longer the verse continues
the more we increase the dynamics and intensity, both in our instruments but also the body
movements. The body movements are a mood enhancing tool but it is also an attribute for
emphasizing the lyrics or the vocal technical tools. An example of this is in 01:02 where I
bounce with my body to emphasize the lyrics “who put me here”.

Throughout the song I use effects such as ornaments (00:51), growl (02:43), audible air (00:07)
and vibrato (01:15). When listening to the song during the open coding session Mellberg said:
“When you did these effects, like, growls and ornaments, it really encouraged me and gave me a
lot to respond to” (Mellberg, personal communication, April 27, 2022). When I allowed myself
to perform those effects I felt freedom and trust in my vocal technique. I experienced that I could
use a, for me, new tool I haven’t dared to perform before. Despite that it gave Mellberg more to
respond to, it also gave me more trust in my singing and my way of performing and expressing.

7.3.1. Conclusions
I am proud of Mellberg and I who challenged ourselves with a, for us, new genre with new
expressive tools to use in performance. Although I wish we had more time to practice our
expressive tools I still am convinced that we came a long way in developing as musicians by
using this song in the research. I became more confident using overdrive, growl and ornaments
through this song, tools that I definitely was not comfortable using before this research. It is as if
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I suddenly possess much more nuances and vocal technical tools I can use to emphasize or
improve my individual and shared expression with Mellberg. The same goes for how we used
our visible interaction as an expressive tool. This song really demanded our visual interaction
with both cheerings, snapping with fingers, eye contact and grooving with our bodies. It became
liberating and easier to use a higher energy when allowing ourselves to groove to the beat. The
fact that we both were able to let go of perfection and instead challenge our musical and
expressive tools has led to a deeper trust in one another and ourselves. We both needed to let go
of our control in order to allow ourselves to “fail” with technical tools, singing/ playing wrong
chords or notes in order to develop.

When listening to the song during the open coding session with Mellberg I perceive the effects I
do in the song (e.g. growl, ornament, vibrato) as details in my vocal tools that emphasize my
expression. As Sadolin (2021) describes vocal effects, they are used to underline the singer’s
expression, which really came through in this recording. If we had more time to develop our
tools I would definitely put more time on practicing my rhythmisation in order to support
Mellberg and our shared groove, since the rhythmisation is a typical characteristic of the gospel
genre (Teachrock, n.d.).

7.4. Concluding remarks
After the final recordings and conclusions of the performances, I had a discussion with Mellberg
about how she perceives my vocal development. She confirmed that I have become much clearer
with my vocal intentions when I perform, which is a result of becoming aware of my vocal tools
and making conscious choices that suit our verbal collaborative interpretation. “It has become
easier to hear your intentions when performing a song together. At the same time it has also
become more difficult to interact. I can tell how your voice has developed, but therefore I can no
longer predict what you will do” (Mellberg, personal communication, May 19, 2022). Since we
have played together for a long time we know each other musically and personally. As we
develop as musicians we adapt to each other's new knowledge and learn how to respond.
Mellberg (2022) claims in a discussion of my characteristics features that “I know she won’t do
something out of the ordinary while performing, but if she does something unusual while
performing or rehearsing I have to add it to my skills of listening-through-Andersson and learn
how to interact with it” (p. 47). We concluded that our joint expression has improved through our
studies, and further discussed two live performances a couple of weeks after we recorded the
three songs. We played the same three songs during these live performances and Mellberg
recalled that she reacted to how I had more confidence and took up more space in these
performances than I did before the study. “A result of that is that you now use more nuances in a
wider range, which gives me more to respond to” (Mellberg, personal communication, May 19,
2022). An example of that is how I, during the study, started to use the microphones' full
dynamic range as an effect to enhance an expression. When we want the expression to be more
intimate I sing in distance range one, where my lips touch the microphone to enhance a closer
and bassier sound. If we however seek a more magnificent expression when singing with more
volume I sing in distance range two or three. As we have improved our separate tools we learn
how to apply them, and respond to each other's new ways of using the tools. Thereby our joint
expression improves.
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8. Conclusions

The knowledge that has emerged could not have been obtained for us without this research. The
study was needed to explore and understand the meaning of being expressive in musical
performance. What it means to be an expressive vocalist can of course vary depending on one's
previous background, the knowledge one already possesses and future goal. Since Mellberg and I
are the research subjects in this study I will discuss our conclusions based on our perspective and
collaboration throughout this study. My aim was to get a deeper understanding of what it means
to become a more expressive vocalist. By achieving that I also have become a more expressive
performer.

8.1. Being an expressive performer
It is common for musicians to believe that a performance becomes more expressive if the
performers themselves feel the emotions they intend to communicate (Woody & Mcpherson,
2010). In the beginning of this research this was my strong belief and I thought my expressions
were enhanced if I felt the emotion I intended to communicate. It was necessary for me to feel
the feeling/ mood to be able to express it. The artistic methods made it possible for me to
develop my vocal expressive tools, and as the tools developed I also understood that the
expression doesn’t need to be felt to be expressed. By dividing expressive tools into mood and/
or feeling enhancing tools, I learned how the tools improve and enhance the expression. It is
therefore concluded that when understanding the use for expressive tools and knowing how to
master them I can use them to sound as if I feel the expression, which is more reliable than
relying on always feeling the intended expression. If one knows what expressive tools and
techniques to use to express a mood or a feeling, it is not necessary to feel the intended emotion.
However, if a vocalist doesn't know how to use them, it suddenly becomes very important to feel
it to be able to express it.

In order to become a more expressive vocalist, I learned throughout the study that it was
important for me to accept my current knowledge in and through my instrument and what I can
and cannot do. Then to let go of control and perfection, and challenge myself by performing
vocal expressive tools that I did not feel comfortable with. By accepting and dealing with these
attributes I was able to develop as a vocalist and performer, both individually but also
collaboratively as a duo partner. The most important learning outcome of this study is realizing
the necessity to be aware of my expressive tools and make conscious choices in performances. I
will continue to enhance the importance of being aware of the process, the interactions, the
verbal and non-verbal communication and how to use this knowledge as I collaborate with other
musicians. Through self reflection and honesty towards my own knowledge of my instrument
and what I can/ cannot master it has become easier to accept where I am today, in order to
develop for tomorrow.

As my first research question concerns what tools are needed to become a more expressive
vocalist, I have concluded that it contains several aspects. Apart from the tools mentioned above,
other attributes to be expressive could be found in facial expressions, body movements, visible
interactions between co-musician(s), and visible interaction between performer and audience. It
is beneficial to know when, and how, to apply the tools and the effect it might have for the
performance concerning my individual expression or the joint expression.
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Collaborating with other musicians can contribute to new knowledge emerging in the process. It
is therefore important to nurture the relation to the co-musicians and gain trust to the others, and
the other’s knowledge. John-Steiner (2000) mentions the importance of having a shared vision
for a successful collaboration, which is something I have noticed during this project and the
years before together with Mellberg. As we have used the mental picture method we have uttered
our shared vision. The shared vision emerges from the verbal collaborative interpretation of the
lyrics and lies ground for the arrangements we create. It contributes to the choice of our
individual expressive tools with which we interact to create a joint expression. This is of course
something that may change depending on who one collaborates with. It is important that
everyone in a group knows how to be expressive individually in order to create a joint
expression. To create a joint expression one interacts with the other performer, listens attentively
and reacts to the other performer's initiative, both their musical initiatives and their body
movements.

8.2. Methods
The chosen methods for this research generated a deeper understanding and an enhanced
tool-box to improve my vocal expressions. Self reflection was a necessary part to find
acceptance and awareness of my vocal technical tools, in order for me to form an understanding
of what it means to be an expressive vocalist. By studying and imitating other vocalists
techniques and expressions I found new ways to use my tools to generate an enhanced
expression. As I reflect on this method afterwards I understand that it would have benefitted me
even more if I were to study other vocalists' techniques and expressions more deeply. Perhaps I
could have found connections between the tools and gotten a deeper understanding of how
certain combinations of the tools could be used to enhance certain expressions.

I am very pleased with the collaboration with Mellberg and our method of rearranging the three
songs. It was an obvious choice to rearrange songs with the mental picture method since that is
what we usually do in our duo Hera. However, we chose not to use the mental picture method on
I Shall Be Released. Instead we used leading words which came to be a useful way to achieve a
shared goal through the music. If the mental picture method would have been used during the
arrangement process on I Shall Be Released, we would probably have made a more in-depth
study of the meaning of the song and perhaps gotten a slightly more detailed expression. In
which way I am pleased with trying a new method since it forces us to reflect, create in new
ways and develop. If it were possible to re-do the study it would have been interesting to make
several arrangements on the same song, with different approaches and methods to study how the
separate and joint expression could differ. Creating different arrangements would lead to using
the expressive tools in several ways, encouraging and challenging me to deepen the tools even
more. It would also be interesting to have performed for live audiences with the same song
several times. This was the intended way of performing the musical outcome of this study. I
believe there are several tools and situations that appear in live performance that we didn’t reach
with the studio recording. Live performance also contains several external circumstances that
will differ from stage to stage. In a studio we have the chance to record several takes, while the
performer only has one chance during a live performance with an audience. It would have been
very interesting to study the expression, and the embodiment of the tools through live
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performance when including circumstances such as nervousness, sounds from audience, and
different stages.

8.3. Future research
An interesting sequel to this study would be to study performative expressions based on
enhancing the five senses during the performance (vision, hearing, smell, taste and touch) and
involve the listener's interpretation of how it is perceived. This would lead to a deeper
understanding of mood and feeling enhancing elements to apply to common concerts. The
perception of a 5-sense performance would demand a perceiver's perspective which, of course,
would be affected by the perceiver's cultural background etc, as mentioned in the theory chapter
3.4.

Another interesting subject would be to explore how my vocal techniques and vocal expression
are affected by the co-musician. This would involve discussions about the joint expression and
how much it’s affected by me.
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